
 

National Open and Masters  
Indoor Bowls Championships 2021 71st 

Bring on Blenheim!  
 

The 71st Summerset National Championships is an event to look forward to for many reasons, but even more 
so following its absence in 2020. Bowlers will be fortunate to experience the Southern hospitality once again, 
and Marlborough are sure to be fantastic hosts, as they were in 2006. 
 

Catching many a bowler’s eye in the singles is a section made up of three Mat Blacks, a South Island 
Representative, and a Tauranga junior. 15-year-old Michael Burke will be in for a treat up against Grant l’Ami, 
Linda McCurdy, Gary Low, and Hayden Warnes, whether it be an incredible learning opportunity or a chance 
for some memorable wins!  
 

Marlborough bowlers Steven Grant, Georgia Watt and Anthony Hitchcock have also found themselves at the 
centre of tough sections, each coming up against North Island or New Zealand representatives; great 
preparation for post section if they can make it through. Former Mat Black Lois Randall, who now resides in 
Marlborough Sounds, has shown winning form early this season and is a strong hope for the locals. 
 

Moving to the National Pairs, it is only natural to think of Grant l’Ami and Mike Phipps as the team to beat. 
After all, they are the defending champions from 2019 and have a national gold star in pairs titles alone. They 
will have their work cut out for them in section play though – 2004 champions Simon Poppleton and Darryn 
Bell will make worthy opponents, as will 2018 champions Shelley and Mark Jacombs.  
 

Other formidable duos include Sheree Holmes/Ashley Diamond, Simon Thomas/Michael Lawson, and Paul 
Wright/Richard Caddy. Not only are these players class acts, but they also combine well to bring the best out 
in each other; the ultimate recipe for success.   
 

Scattered throughout the triples draw, you will find an abundance of family teams. People will be familiar 
with the Archer’s, Jacomb’s, and Low’s. They each have an impressive national record and would be 
considered strong contenders for this event.  
 

Two other family teams, who are relatively new to the nationals’ scene, are the Burke’s from Tauranga and 
the Ryan’s from North Wellington. Matthew Burke and Brendon Ryan will each skip their children, reminding 
us what a great sport we play! 
 

Concluding the week is the fours, and this particular section is enough to make your eyes water: Nigel 
Warnes, Grant l’Ami, Wayne Baker, Kristen Gould and Murray Fraser. Across this group of 20 players are 60 
national championship titles, so an exhibition of bowls can be expected here. 
 

Following the history-making nationals of 2019, where Lorraine Phipps became the first woman to achieve a 
Gold Star, and Grant l’Ami became the first person to achieve a third Gold Star, 2021 will have big shoes to fill. 
However, there is potential for milestones to be accomplished. Paul Psaila is only one title away from joining 
Mike Phipps as a double Gold Star holder, while Hayden Warnes, Paul Midgley, Teri Blackbourn and Kevin 
Boothby are all searching for their fifth title. Of course, there are ample bowlers who could attain that elusive 
first national title this year, and that would be truly special. 
 

Like any Nationals, it is simply amazing to see the range of people who attend, whether they are entering for 
the first time, or in Kevin Boothby’s case, the 53rd time! To all bowlers, NZIB wish you an incredible 
tournament.  


